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GAME 1702 – GAME DESIGN II 

Board Game Analysis 

 

RULES 

1) You need to evaluate 3 games over the course of the semester. 

2) Game must be from the approved games list below or by granted professor approval. 

3) Team size may not exceed the maximum number of players for the game.  ie. Do not have a four 

member team analyzing plants vs zombies... 

4) Of the 3 games you must analyze, a minimum of two must be non-digital games. 

 

APPROVED GAMES 

settlers of catan 

puerto rico 

munchkin 

flux 

dear esther 

braid 

gone home 

the misadventures of P.B. 

Winterbottom 

facade 

Go 

the walking dead (telltale 

games) 

minecraft 

samorost 

darwinia 

stanley parable 

flower 

fl0w 

dungeons and dragons 

shadow cities 

forbidden island 

carcassone 

dominion 

race for the galaxy 

echochrome 

pixeljunk shooter 

faster than light 

pixeljunk eden 

arkham horror 

surgeon simulator 

katamari damacy 

galcon 

ticket to ride 

infinity blade 

candy crush saga 

scotland yard 

power grid 

 

[Many of the board games listed above may be checked out from the class.  The team member who signs out 

the game will be responsible for returning the game in the condition in which it was recieved.] 

[Damaged games will need to be replaced. ] 
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DELIVERABLES 

A) Paper 

Each group must deliver a 2-3 page written analysis of the formal, dramatic and dynamic elements of the game.  

If you have a larger group, more will be expected of you in your analysis of the game. 

 

Some questions you can use to get started are below.  You don't have to answer any or all of these questions, 

just consider their relevance to the game and present an insightful evaluation of the design of the game at hand: 

 

1) Chart this game on the play matrix.  Where does this game fall between chance/strategy and physical/mental 

play?   

2) What real life experience is this gameplay experience analogous to? 

3) Where does the fun of this experience come from? 

4) Where does the difficulty come from? 

5) How easy to use is the interface? 

6) What is the core mechanic of the game? 

7) Do all of the mechanics of the game work together seamlessly to create cohesive gameplay with the core 

mechanic?  Are the individual mechanics a hodge podge of mechanics from other games? 

8) What is the story of the game and how does it influence interactive play? 

9) What strategies evolved out of playing the game a few times and learning the rules?  What was it about the 

ruleset that made these strategies more successful than others?  Strategy as hacking the system: Why was your 

strategy able to hack the system? 

10) What is the platform of the game, genre of the game, audience of the game, are these the right marketing 

choices for this game and why? 

11) What makes this gameplay innovative (from a mechanics perspective, not art or tech)? 

12) What is their distribution method and price point?  Is this a good business decision for the game and why? 

13) Change one aspect of the core mechanic to make it a new game.  How does this change affect gameplay? 

14) Was the game too easy, too difficult? 

 

B) Presentation 

Board game analyses will be briefly presented at the start of each class that they are due.  Prepare to present a 

summary of the key points of your evaluation of the game in 2-5 minutes. 


